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Accessing / Logging into WorkFlows
1. You can open WorkFlows by double-clicking the WorkFlows icon on the desktop.
2. When you open WorkFlows, the first thing you will see is the “Configuration” box with
host and workstation information. Click OK when this box pops up.The Login box will
appear next, the User ID and PIN for your Library are as follows:
o User ID: _ _ _ _ _ _
o PIN: CIRC
3. WorkFlows will now open.
4. When it appears on the screen, ensure that Public Circ is selected in the top left-hand
menu bar.
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Registering a New Patron

1. 


From the left-hand menu, open the Users wizard group and click User Registration.

2. The User Registration box will appear
a.

Select the appropriate Profile Name
i.

b.

SG_____ – General Membership

Scan the patron’s barcode.

3. The “User Registration” screen will now appear. There are
several tabs
and you need to click on several in order to
record the patron’s information:
a.

Basic Info Tab:
i.
Record the
patron’s first name & last
name. Double check that the
Library is set to SG____ and
update if it is not.
Double check that the Profile
name is the same one that
you selected earlier.
Figure 2: Basic Info Tab / User Registration Screen
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b.

Privilege Tab:
i.

Make sure the expiration date is correct.

If you need to change the expiration date, click the diamond shaped ‘gadget’
button next to the date and select a new one from the calendar that pops up. If
you change the date, you will need to enter the override password in the override
box (password is SPRING)
ii.

A PIN will be automatically generated.

Ask the user if they wish to change the PIN to something else – if so, then enter
the new PIN into the box. The user will need the PIN number to log into his/her
library account and to access eBooks and other electronic resources.

c.

Demographics Tab:
i.  User cat1: Select the patron’s city or region from the dropdown box. i.e.
GEM
ii. User cat2: Select patron’s
demographic from the list i.e. CHILD,
ADULT, SENIOR, etc.
iii. User cat3: Select patron’s gender
from the list
iv. Birth date: Click the diamond
gadget button and select the user’s
birth date from
the calendar that appears.
Click OK when you are finished.
Figure 3: Birth Date Selector
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d.

Address Tab:
There are 3 Address fields, but Shortgrass only uses Address 1.
Fill in STREET, CITPROV, POSTALCODE, fields.

i.

Also fill in PHONE and EMAIL fields if information is available.
See example of how this will look below:

Figure 4 A
Complete
Address
Entry

e.

Extended Info tab:

i.

NOTE: This is an optional field that your library can use. Anything you enter into a
note field will appear on the checkout screen later. For example, if a patron left her
card at the library, you could record a note that says “Patron left card on shelf. Put
it in staff room filing cabinet with her name on it / Aug 14, 2015”.

ii.

NOTIFY_VIA: You must enter one of the following three notification options:
1.

PAPER: Patron will not be notified when holds arrive

2.

EMAIL: Patron will receive an email when holds arrive

4. When you are finished entering the patron’s information, click the “Check Duplicate User”
button at the bottom of the screen. The system will look to see if this patron already exists in
the database. If the patron already exists, that information will appear on the screen. If there
are not duplicate users, you can then click the Save button at the bottom of the screen to
register the patron.
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How to Check Out an Item
1.

Under the “Common Tasks” wizard group, click “CheckOut F5”

2.

Scan or type in the patron’s barcode number under the User ID field

3.

Scan or type in the item barcode number under the Item ID field

4.

Checkout details will appear at the bottom of the screen and will show a list of titles, Item
ID numbers, and due dates

Figure 5: The Checkout Screen with Completed Checkout Listed at the Bottom
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How to Check In an Item
1.

Under the “Common Tasks” wizard group, click “CKI / Discharge F3”

2.

Scan the item barcode or type in the barcode number under the Item ID box

3.

The item will be checked in. Any accrued fines will appear on the screen.
a.

If it is an Irvine item and there are no holds on it, nothing further will happen.

Figure 6: An Irvine Item that was checked in. There are no holds on it, so no further action is required.

b.
If the item belongs to another library, or if someone at another library has a hold on
the item then it will be placed “In Transit” to that library, and you must mark it for the
Shortgrass driver to pick up on the next delivery date.

Figure 7: This Item was
Checked In and Needs to
Go to Another Library Shortgrass HQ in this
Case.
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How to Check In Book Drop Items (Backdated Check-Ins)
1.

Under the “Common Tasks” wizard group, click “Bookdrop CKI AF6”

2.

Under “Enter Date of Discharge”, click the diamond gadget button and select a check-in
date from the list.

3.

Scan the item barcode or type the barcode number under the Item ID field to check in the
item

Figure 8: The Bookdrop CKI Screen
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 ow to Renew a Checked-Out Item
H
1.
Under the “Common Tasks” wizard group, click “Renew by User F7”
2.

Scan the user’s barcode or enter the number. You can also search for the patron by
name via the User Search icon in the top-left corner:

a.
You can search for the user by name, email, or various other fields. Once you
locate the user in the list, highlight his name and click “Renew Items for User” at the
bottom.

3.
Under the “Renew” column, check the box next to the item(s) you wish to renew. Then
click the Renew Selected Items button at the bottom. If the item can be renewed, then the new
due date will appear on the screen.
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How to Pay a Bill on a Patron’s Account
1.

Under the “Common Tasks” wizard group, click “Paying Bills”

2.

Scan the user’s barcode or enter the number. Alternatively, search for the user via the
User Search function (explained on page 7).

3.

A list of the user’s bills will appear on the screen. You can make a lump sum payment by
entering an amount and payment type under “Total bills and payments” or you can pay a
specific bill by entering an amount and payment type on a particular line item under
“Individual Bills and Payments”. Once this is entered, click the Pay Bills button at the
bottom to pay the bill.
a. Most libraries just use the CASH payment type, unless the fine is being waived. In
those cases, select Waived-Del from the list

Figure 10: The Paying Bills Screen
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How to Renew a Patron’s Privilege
1.

Under the “Users” wizard group, click “Renew Privilege”

2.

Scan the user’s barcode, enter the number, or search for the user via the User Search
feature (explained on page 7)

3.

Click the extend privilege button at the bottom to renew the membership for 1-year from
today’s date. A confirmation box will pop up and display the new expiry date.

Figure 11: Renewal Confirmation Box
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How to Change a Patron’s Address or Other Information
1.

Under the “Users” wizard group, click “Modify User”

2.

Scan the user’s barcode, enter the number, or search for the user via the User Search
feature (explained on page 7)

3.

You will be brought to a screen that is very similar the user registration screen. Change
information as required and click the Save button at the bottom when you are done.

Figure 12: Modify User Screen
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How to Place a Hold on an Item
1.

Under the “Holds” wizard group, click “Place Hold F9”

2.

Under Identify User, scan the user’s barcode, enter the number, or search for the user via
the User Search feature (explained on page 7)

3.

Under Identify Item, scan the item barcode if you have it or click the Item Search icon at
the top to find the item:

4.

Click the “Place Hold” button at the bottom of the screen

Figure 13: Place Hold Screen
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Daily Hold Pickup Lists
1.

The “List Onshelf Items with Holds” report runs twice daily (7:15 am and 4:00 pm) and will
be delivered via email to the account you have designated for this. You must retrieve the
items appearing on the list from your shelves and check-in each one which will switch the
item status to “in-transit”.

*In the event that an item cannot be sent, please email the requesting library.

2.

As you check-in each item, record the receiving library on a piece of paper or sticky note
and attach to the item. This will ensure the item will find its way to the correct library.

3.

Finally, place the item inside the red Shortgrass bin for driver pick up.
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How to Discard an Item
1.

Under the “Common Tasks” wizard group, click “CheckOut F5”

2.

In the User ID field, type in your UserID and DISC

3.

Scan or type in the item barcode number under the Item ID field

4.

5.

Checkout details will appear at the bottom of the screen and will show a list of titles and
Item ID numbers
The items will be removed once a month to complete the discarding process
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Ordering From United Library Services (ULS)

ULS Ordering
Procedure:
Member Library
Staff
Revised: September 2015
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INTRODUCTION
What is 9xx ordering?
9xx ordering allows library staff to select materials for ordering on https://www.uls.com

How does this apply to Library staff? What is the process?
The selector (library staff) places items they wish to order into a shopping cart, chooses the
holding codes and funds and when he/she is done shopping, clicks on the checkout button to
transfer this information to Shortgrass Acquisitions staff.

What happens after the order has been placed?
Shortgrass staff downloads the brief bibliographic records and holding information to Symphony
WorkFlows by running a couple of reports. The funds and holding codes are then double
checked and materials are ordered electronically from ULS. When the material arrives at
Shortgrass, it is then received, catalogued, processed, and delivered via van delivery to your
library.
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SEARCHING TECHNIQUES
There are 2 ways to search items on the ULS website.

A) B
 rowse selection lists created by ULS
B) Search for specific item through the Quick Search or Advanced Search
A) Browse the Selection List
1) If you want to browse the lists provided by ULS, click “Selection Lists” at
the top of the screen.
2) In this example, we picked the “Alberta Social Studies” Selection List,
chose the 3rd item, changed the quantity to 1, and using the drop down
window, we selected the appropriate Sonata Template (fund and holding
code i.e., SGMEDC-SGMEDNFBKC). Finally, we clicked “Add to Cart”.
3) ULS creates a default shopping cart for you called “My Cart”. If you
wish, you can create a new cart with a custom name. To do this, click the
dropdown next to “My Cart,” click “Create New Cart,” and then enter a
name for your cart.
4) If you wish to order 2 copies with different funds and holding codes: first,
using the drop down window, choose Sonata template (fund and holding
code) for the first item, quantity and ADD to cart. Then, using the drop
down window, click on the next Sonata template, quantity and ADD to cart.
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B) Search for specific item
1) Quick search or advanced search is located at the top of the screen. We
can search by title, author, or ISBN. In this example, we type in “Alberta”
and click “Search”.
2) On the Quick Search Results list, you can choose the item you want to
purchase.
3) Click and choose the appropriate Sonata Template (fund and holding
code) by using the drop down window, enter your quantity and click ADD to
cart, like the example below.
4) If you wish to order 2 copies with different funds and holding codes: first,
using the drop down window, choose Sonata template (fund and holding
code) for the first item, quantity and ADD to cart. Then, using the drop
down window, click on the next Sonata template, quantity and ADD to cart.

COMPLETING YOUR ORDER
1) Once you have completed your order, click on View Carts in the
top-right corner of the screen and then click on the cart name for the order
that is ready to submit.
2) You will be brought to a new screen listing all of the items in your cart.
Double-check the quantities and the Sonata templates to make sure they
are correct. When you are ready to submit your order, click “Proceed to
Checkout” in the bottom-right corner of the screen.
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3) A page will appear that says “You cannot submit your order directly to
ULS”. Select *SLS Acquisitions* from the dropdown menu and click the
“Transfer Cart” button at the bottom to send your order to Shortgrass. You
can use the comments box to send a special message to Shortgrass re:
your order.
a. **MHPL staff**: you must submit your order to your supervisor instead of *SLS
Acquisitions*. Select your supervisor’s name from the dropdown menu and click
“Transfer Cart” to do this.

HOTLIST SELECTION LIST ORDERING FROM ULS

1. LOGIN TO THE ULS WEBSITE:  (https://www.uls.com)
Use your email and password.

2. CREATE A CART ON ULS:
a.

Click Manage Carts (top right of screen).

b.

Enter the cart name using your Library’s name + Hotlist under Create a
New Cart (left of the screen).
Click Add. You will receive confirmation when it’s created.

c.

3. O

RDER FROM THE ULS SELECTION LIST(S):
There are 2 ways to do this.

a. S
 earch the ISBN from the paper catalogue using the Quick Search box.
Click Selection Lists on the ULS website to view the selection lists.

b.

i. C
 lick Hotlist First & Second Choice


ii. The Hotlist Editions are listed across the top of the page with deadlines for
submitting the order. Make sure the most recent Hotlist Edition is selected.
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The name of the hotlist you are viewing will be indicated in bold green font
(highlighted below).

1. H
 otlist Editions are listed from left to right, most recent to least
recent.
2. To view different Hotlist Editions, click the blue selection list
name.
iii. Switch between the Fiction, Nonfiction and Second Choice lists, by
clicking the blue list name listed below the Hotlist Editions.


When viewing the Fiction list, you will see the option to click the Non-Fiction list
(Image 1) and when viewing the Non-Fiction list, you will see the option to view
the Fiction list (Image 2).
Image 1:

Image 2:

iv. S
 croll through the list of selected titles, adding them to your cart.


4. A
 DDING ITEMS TO THE ULS CART:

a. S
 croll down and select your cart’s name (highlighted in the image below).
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b. Click the down arrow next to “Choose Sonata Template” and select the
holding code.

c.

Enter the quantity (i.e. 1) and Click Add To Cart.


d. A confirmation message will pop up, indicating the item has been added
to the cart.

e. The quantity & total cost will increase in the top right region of the screen as
you add items to the cart.

f. Note: ULS usually remembers the Sonata template and cart you are adding
to, after you enter it the first time.

5. COMPLETING YOUR ORDER:

a. View your cart by clicking on your cart’s name (top middle right of screen
in green font)
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b. D
 ouble check the quantities and Sonata templates are correct.

c. When you are ready to submit your order, click Proceed to Checkout
(bottom right of the screen).

d. A

page will appear that says “You cannot submit your order directly to ULS.”

e. Select *SLS Acquisitions* from the dropdown menu and click Transfer
Cart to send your order to Shortgrass. You can use the comments box to send a
message to Shortgrass regarding your order.

f. Email Shortgrass Acquisitions (acquisitions@shortgrass.ca) to let us know
you’ve submitted a Hotlist Selection List cart on ULS.
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Procedures:
Add ons and Fast Adds
Interlibrary Loan Procedures

Interlibrary Loans and VDX training

(Source: VDX presentation held at Medicine Hat Public Library, 10.17.2016)
Outline
•Introduction to VDX
•Borrowing:
–Life Cycle of a Request
–Work Queue
–Trouble?
–Examples
•Lending
Important Documents and Resources
VDX Manual
Rota Codes for Alberta Libraries
Government Courier List
Canada Post Shipping Tool
http://www.illalberta.ca
http://www.talonline.ca
ILL Policy Directory

What is VDX?
•VDX is a web-based interlibrary loan software that enables library staff to:
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–Search multiple library catalogues simultaneously
–View the bibliographic and location details of any items retrieved
–Place a request for an item
–Manage the request through its lifecycle, from request to receipt to return
–Manage incoming requests from other libraries

How to Access VDX
•Note: VDX is optimized to use Firefox or Internet Explorer. It does not work as well with
Chrome.
•To access VDX go to:  https://alberta.vdxhost.com/vdx/

***Avoid*** saving your password when logging in: New autofill/password saving
features in all browsers may attempt to autofill your VDX login username and password
into the patron authentication fields every time you go to authenticate a patron.
However, this will be a problem in the requesting stage of the ILL process - and as
such, it is not recommended. If you need directions on how to remove the memory for
the saved password, please contact either through phone or email and we can walk
through the steps.

Work Queue
•The Work Queue gives you a quick view of all your active requests. It is the main tool
you will use in VDX to manage your requests. To access the Work Queue you click the

Work Queue button on the menu bar at the left of the screen
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This is what the work queue looks like
The Work Queue page has a borrowing side and a lending side. Because Shortgrass
headquarters takes care of many of the libraries lending, you should only see requests
in the borrowing side.
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**If you see a request appear on your lenders side, contact your HQ representative
(Keltie) or just not supply it with a ‘public note’ suggesting they resend the request to
Shortgrass HQ at AMS.**
Life Cycle of a Request
There are 6 basic steps in the life-cycle of a request.
1.Create a Request (The first would be the creation of a request, either by you or by a patron
using TAL Online. )
2.Status of Request (The second would be what I have called the “Status of a request”,
basically meaning we’ve submitted the request, and now are waiting to see if someone will lend
it to us, or if it will go to “end of rota”. )
3.Shipped!
4.Receive
5.Renew, Overdue, Recalled
The last four steps are much simpler, and are: Shipping (the lender has shipped you the
material), received (You receive the item, and check it out to your patron), Renewing, Overdue,
Recalled (These are requests that are currently out to you patron, but demand some action on.)
6.Returned
The final stage is when the item is returned by the patron, and you send it back to the owning
library.

Where do requests come from?

1.VDX – Bib search
(This is a request that you have started by first searching for holdings within VDX, and

then adding any missing information before sending it on. )
2.VDX – Blank Form
(There is no prior information to build from, and you must use a blank request page.)
3.TAL online – Patron initiated
(These requests are generally the standard for many libraries, except those with patrons

who are accustomed to approaching library staff about creating requests.)
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VDX Bib Search
Find the Bib search page on the left menu bar, at the very top.
Search example:
Search: Deja dead / Kathy Reichs (Audiobook)
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Narrow your search via the Filter (found under the Collections tab):
Filter results by: Format(s) [ie. Book, Book on Tape [Audiobook], Large Print Book…],
Language(s), Level(s)
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The request screen:
The record seems to indicate that this item is the desired title and format, as well as
being available. This item will be requested.

Request Page
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-ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS:
1) Authorization Status is : “To be Authorized”
(Ensures VDX will attempt to build a Rota)
2) Double check the Item Format (Book, Audiobook)

Creating a Patron profile
If your patron hasn’t done an Interlibrary loan and isn’t entered into VDX system, you’ll
have to create a profile for them.
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Creating a patron profile:
On the menu to the left of the screen, click on “user”
Once there, go to the menu on the top of the screen and select “Create”
Then enter in the relevant information.
The needed information is: Barcode, First and Surname, location, and category.

NOTE:
Re: The expiry date: DO NOT put in an expiry date, as this will cause problems in the
future. If you have a user record that has an expiry date already filled in, set it a few
decades from now***

Searching for a particular format:
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Example 2: Searching for a irregular item: Large Print copy
Specifying the format from the “Advanced Search Page.”

Results:
2 Collections were identified:
- Pick one record and select: “Request”
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Once selected, check that the:
- Authorization Status is :
“To be authorized”
-

The ISBN is present

-

Make a further note of the irregular format by adding in (LARGE PRINT) after the
title.

-

Double check that the patron is Authorized and then select “REQUEST”
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Appendix -- Facility Use Procedures and Guidelines
There are 3 categories of potential users of the facility
● SLS Board and staff
● SLS member municipalities and member library boards/staff
● Non-SLS agencies
SLS Board and Staff Use
Use by the Board and staff take precedence over other requests, provided appropriate booking
procedures are followed.
Use by SLS Member Municipalities and Member Library Boards/Staff
Use by the above groups will be at no charge during business hours, except for coffee service.
If the facility is requested for non-business hours, then a charge of $50 per half day or evening may
be necessary, plus coffee service fees. Room availability is dependent upon staff availability and
CEO approval.
Use by Non-SLS Agencies
Use by the above groups will be at a nominal charge of $50 per half day during business hours.
Coffee service will be available at an additional fee.
If the facility is requested for non-business hours, then a charge of $75 per half day or evening may
be necessary, plus coffee service fees. Room availability is dependent upon staff availability and
CEO approval.
Bookings
● All bookings must be made through the Executive Assistant.
● All users, other than SLS Board and staff, must complete the facility usage/rental agreement
prior to use.
● Signers of rental agreement must be 18 years old or older.
● Facility will not be available on statutory holidays.
● No alcohol usage is permitted.
● Hours of use are at the discretion of the CEO.
● Cancellations of evenings and weekend bookings must be made at least two full business
days in advance of the booking date. SLS reserves the right to apply full charges to renters
who provide less notice.
Responsibility
● The user/renter is responsible for the due care of the facilities and contents.
● All young adults and children must be under supervision.
● If the user/renter will be advertising the event, then the following statement must be part of
the advertisement.
○ Use of the SLS Board Room by a community group does not imply SLS
endorsement of the aims and objectives of the group.
● The user/renter shall be financially responsible to the Board for all loss or damage to the
facilities by any person(s) admitted to the facility by the user/renter.
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●
●

The SLS supervising employee shall have the authorization to request that the renter vacate
the premises due to inappropriate conduct or overstaying of time.
The SLS CEO’s decisions shall be final in all matters pertaining to the interpretations of
these procedures and guidelines.

Additional Fees
Coffee or Tea at $5 per pot.
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